
Rose-Gold Tree Tasar Painting
22 x 40 in
Read More
SKU: 00982
Price: ₹41,440.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: pattachitra art, pattachitra painting, pattachitra
paintings, tasar leaves painting, tasar tree painting

Product Description

Description: Rose-Gold Tree Tasar Painting 22 x 40 inches. The artistic paint offers the
timeless beauty of nature for any wall. Stylish ambient provides sophisticated aesthetics.
Material: Tasar fabric Dimension(HW): 40.5x22 inch A scroll cloth painting named Pattachitra
from  Odisha is quite popular for its unique patterns, design, and motifs to depict mythological
and folk tales from ancient Hindu scriptures. The painting on the cloth is "Pattachitra". The
colors used in the painting are purely made from natural ingredients. The white color extract
from seashells was powdered soaked to make the white paste. The color green is made from
the green leaf and green stones. Red is made from a local stone called Hingula. Another stone
named Khandaneela was used to extract the color blue. The yellow is made from, stone named
Hartal. Black is extracted by burnt coconut shell. These five colors are also called Pancha Tatwa.
Every color has  its own significance, as the white illustrates Laughter (Hasya), Red stands
furious, astonishment in yellow. The hair of the mouse and Buffalo used to make brushes and
tied to the end of a bamboo stick. The floral border makes the art astonishingly beautiful. The
above Pattachitra is a piece of rose gold tree painting, a masterpiece of art done by using only
minimal colors, simple and elegant to eyes upon. Use it above the bed, sideboards, or wall
anywhere in the home, office, gallery. You can opt to hang two-three alongside each with a
delightful feeling of the series. Care: Use a soft cloth to dust the painting.
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